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Introduction to the Cognitive
Abilities Test: Fourth Edition (CAT4)

CAT4 is the fourth edition of GL Assessment’s
well established Cognitive Abilities Test, the
UK’s most widely used test of reasoning
abilities.

CAT4 is designed to support schools in understanding pupils’

developed abilities, likely academic potential and learning

preferences. It does this by assessing a pupil’s ability to reason

with and manipulate different types of material through a series

of Verbal, Non-verbal, Quantitative and Spatial Reasoning tasks.

Results from CAT4 can help in intervention, monitoring progress

and setting targets for future attainment. Aimed at pupils

between 7:06 to 17+ years, CAT4 is available in both paper and

digital formats and can be administered individually or in a

group setting.

While the premise of CAT4 has remained exactly the same, we

have made some significant changes to the new edition based

on the latest cognitive research and extensive customer

feedback. One of the most exciting features of CAT4 is the

development of a brand new suite of reports, offering richer and

more comprehensive assessment data. Users can select from a

range of eight new reports with specific audiences in mind and

the inclusion of more narrative makes the reports much easier to

read and understand. As for the test itself, one of the main

changes is an increased focus on spatial ability with the

introduction of a separate test battery. To ensure rigour CAT4

was standardised on 25,000 Primary and Secondary pupils in

Autumn 2011.

T: +44 (0)845 602 1937
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Communicating CAT4 results through
dynamic reports

Following extensive market research and
customer feedback on CAT3, we have
developed a brand new suite of reports for
CAT4. These new reports are not only
tailored to specific audiences but offer richer
and far more comprehensive assessment
data. You can view examples throughout this
booklet.

Users of both the paper and digital editions of CAT4 will

automatically receive a Group report for teachers as part of

GL Assessment’s Scoring and Analysis Service and through

Testwise (please note that CAT4 paper users must subscribe to

the Scoring and Analysis Service as CAT4 is no longer available

for hand scoring). The user-friendly Group report for teachers

provides a group level analysis of the selected group or cohort of

pupils and is a much richer and more comprehensive report than

the current CAT3 Group report. In addition, users can also

choose from a range of seven additional reports, which can be

purchased separately from as little as £1.99 per pupil.

The inclusion of more narrative makes the reports much easier to

read and understand, supporting the interpretation of the data

further. Designed with specific audiences in mind, the reports

appear in a range of different formats from PowerPoint®

presentations for school leadership teams and governing bodies

to easy-to-understand reports for parents and pupils. These

explain what the data mean and how pupils can be supported in

their learning, both at home and at school.

Users of both the CAT4 paper and digital editions will

automatically receive the:

• CAT4 Group report for teachers

In addition, users will be able to choose from a range of seven

additional reports, which can be purchased separately:

• CAT4 Individual report for teachers

• CAT4 Individual report for students

• CAT4 Individual report for parents

• CAT4 Summary report for senior leaders

• CAT4 Summary presentation for senior leaders (this is in

PowerPoint® format)

• CAT4 Excel report

• CAT4 Cluster report.

Examples of the brand new suite of reports are featured

throughout this booklet.

“Students’ CAT scores are an
essential part of getting the target

setting process right as they
provide us with a wealth of
information on each child’s
individual strengths and

weaknesses.”

Des Deehan, Deputy Head Teacher
at Weald of Kent Grammar.
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CAT4 Individual report for parents

The CAT4 Individual report for parents
provides parents with an overview of CAT4,
an explanation of their child’s results and
where their strengths and weaknesses lie.
Developed to support the routine reporting
to parents, the narrative text included within
the report is designed to help parents
understand their child’s profile of results and
what actions they can take to further their
learning. In this way, CAT4 can be used as an
effective tool for reinforcing school-based
learning activities at home.

The report includes:

• An assessment overview – An easy to understand overview
with details of why CAT4 is used, with examples of questions
from each part of the test.

• Scores – A parent-friendly overview of their child’s scores for
each test battery, showing whether they are below average,
average or above average enabling the parent to see where
their strengths and weaknesses lie.

• Summary – A profile description with written
recommendations to help improve parent understanding of
their child’s learning preference, with suggestions for how to
offer support at home.

• Indicators – Parent-friendly table(s) provide indicators of future
attainment at KS2.

21 – What is CAT4? – Level B
22 – Individual scores for Sandeep

Sharma – Level B
23 – KS2 indicators for Sandeep

Sharma – Level B

CAT4 Individual report for parents

T: +44 (0)845 602 19375
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CAT4 Individual report for parents

Individual scores,
a summary report and
KS2 indicators are

provided for each pupil
within a group.
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CAT4 WEBSITE
To coincide with the launch of CAT4
we have developed a CAT4 website.

The website provides additional
information about the assessment,
frequently asked questions, sample
reports and videos/demonstrations of

the product.

Visit:

www.cat4support.com


